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INTRODUCTION 

 

Gems are among the most fascinating, exciting and treasured of objects. They have been held in 

high esteem by all societies, in all parts of the world, and have intrigued mankind since before the 

dawn of recorded history. Even today, nothing creates quite as effective an image of pure, 

tangible, concentrated value as a treasure chest overflowing with jewels. The histories of certain 

individual gemstones can be traced over a span of centuries, and gems have the same associations 

of wealth, prestige, status, and power as the precious metals.     

The entire lore, history, and value of gems is based on their unique combination of beauty and 

utility. Man has a deep-seated need to create artistic works and to adorn himself. Although many 

kinds of natural materials, such as mineral pigments, can be used for these purposes, gems occupy 

a special niche. Jewels are found among the remains of most human civilizations, and may tell us 

as much about their creators as pottery, clothing, and tools. 

Early humans discovered pebbles and fragments of various brightly colored minerals in fields and 

stream beds, on mountain slopes, and in barren deserts. Some of these were made into 

ornaments. Others were found to display unusual hardness, toughness or transparency, and were 

therefore ascribed mystical powers. The colors of gem materials are among the richest and purest 

in nature. For example, the depth and purity of emerald's green hue inspired reverence in Pre-

Columbian societies, and large emeralds became objects of worship. Gems are also hard and 

durable. It is easy to see how man, with his short life span and vulnerability to nature's forces, 

must have regarded such "indestructible" and permanent objects with awe. Observation of 

gemstone properties led to a paradigm of superstitious belief so strong and pervasive that its 

remnants are with us even today. Human perceptions of gemstone “energies”, healing abilities 

and other metaphysical attributes have elevated beliefs in the powers of these objects to the level 

of a subculture. The high value placed on gems since earliest times arose because of their unique 

properties, and after thousands of years of cultural reinforcement their status as objects of value 

has become universal and undisputed. 

 

 

 

 

    



Although gem materials held, for centuries, a position of tremendous influence in human affairs, 

there was no science of gemology. The primary attribute of any gemstone was its color, yet no 

reliable methods existed for differentiating minerals that had the same or similar colors. It is not 

surprising that confusion reigned in both the literature and the marketplace. There are literally 

hundreds of references to gemstones in the Bible.  In many cases it is not known even today 

exactly what stones were being described in the ancient texts. Despite these uncertainties, some 

gemstone names that were in use nearly two thousand years ago are still employed today.  

The jewelry industry is mired in tradition, thrives on stability, and is slow to change. Unfortunately, 

the rapid pace of technology has created problems that can only be addressed with state-of-the-

art tools and increased awareness. The modern science of gemology is a relatively recent 

development. Fairly accurate methods of chemical analysis existed more than one hundred years 

ago. Yet even as recently as 1910 the nature of the internal structure of crystals was not firmly 

established. When X-rays first revealed the magnificent atomic geometry of solids in the years 

following 1914, mineralogy, chemistry, and gemology all entered a new age of sophistication.  

Progress, however, often adds complications and challenges. At the same time that some 

scientists worked to improve identification methods, others developed ways of duplicating 

nature's gemstone masterpieces in the laboratory. More accurate detection technology was, in a 

sense, developed just in time to keep up with the increasing sophistication of gemstone 

treatments and simulants. This conflict has reached the level of a technological “arms race”, and 

the stakes are high indeed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A large part of the value of a fine gem lies in its scarcity as a rare natural object. Most people are 

unlikely to spend a large sum of money for a supposedly-natural gemstone that might turn out to 

be a laboratory product, or to have been altered in some undisclosed fashion. The jewelry trade, 

an industry that has been a stable part of human culture for millennia, is entering uncharted 

waters. Worldwide affluence has created an unprecedented demand for gems of fine quality, 

vastly raising their cost. Political problems in gem-producing areas have created restrictions in the 

supply of gem materials, further elevating gem prices. Technology is creating a variety of new 

materials that have very desirable properties, but are never found in nature, as well as laboratory 

grown equivalents of natural gemstones.  And, to make the situation even more complex, 

technology has provided an enormous variety of methods to alter and enhance gemstone color 

and other properties.  

 
 



It has therefore become essential to devise ways to distinguish between natural and synthetic 

materials, as well to as reveal simulations and methods of color enhancement by chemical and 

physical treatment.  Ultimately, the only real solution will turn out to be an educated consumer. If 

large numbers of people, ordinary buyers whose gemstone acquisitions make the jewelry industry 

possible, demand full disclosure as to the nature of their purchases, the industry will be forced to 

make such disclosure essential to the very operation of the marketplace. 

   Gem value is based on such attributes as beauty, durability and rarity, as well as supply and 

demand and the influence of fashion. These criteria have become well defined over a period of 

many centuries.  Commodities that have intrinsic value have been greatly prized during 

inflationary periods throughout history. Gold, silver, and other precious metals have lasting value, 

because they have universal acceptance as a medium of exchange.  Antiques, rare coins, works of 

art, and other objects may additionally have ‘collector value’, a feature that implies acceptance as 

valuable objects by a limited group of people. Gemstones have attributes that place them in both 

categories. Most gems are mined, and therefore can essentially be regarded as mineral resources. 

Just as in the case of gold mines and oil wells, the supply of material in any one place eventually 

runs out. This depletion factor adds "collector value" to gems from specific mines that are now (or 

nearly) exhausted, and locality of origin (if known) has a major impact on market value.  

Gemstones, in general, have also proven to be a time-honored means of storing wealth. Few other 

commodities allow a person to compress such enormous value into a very tiny space. The basic 

factors that determine gem value are easy to understand. But the intricacies of the gem trade and 

the challenges of grading and evaluating gemstones are intimidating. And the large dollar values 

involved can sometimes make a trip to a jewelry store seem like an expedition into perilous 

territory, fraught with hidden dangers and financial traps. Appraising a gem is usually a fairly 

straightforward procedure, although the end result is definitely a measure of the experience of 

the appraiser, enhanced by knowledge of trade prices and other factors. To the unaided eye, 

natural and synthetic gems may appear identical, but their market values are enormously 

different. Gem buyers will probably not be able to visually identify them, but shoppers can at least 

be aware of which synthetics exist and what kinds of imitations and treated stones are being 

widely sold.  Now, more than ever before, a compendium of basic information in the hands of the 

average jewelry buyer is vitally needed. That is why this book has been written. 

Most gems are minerals. And minerals, the building blocks of the earth itself, are crystalline solids 

with well-defined properties. These properties are often manifested in dazzling displays of color 

and unique optical effects of spectacular beauty. The special characteristics that have made 

gemstones so valuable can only be truly appreciated with a bit of education. The same education 

will also allow you to understand how gemstones are being treated and synthesized, and thereby 

protect yourself against fakes, frauds and misrepresentations. And finally, believe it or not, a grasp 

of the basic properties of solid materials will also give you a much better understanding, and 

appreciation, of many other aspects of daily life, such as tanning at the beach and admiring 

rainbows.  



 

Portions of this book, such as the long and detailed chapter on synthetics and treatments, have 

therefore been devoted to a bit of basic science. I urge the reader to make the effort to read these 

chapters, rather than skip over them. Please believe that the information you absorb will make the 

rest of this book a lot more interesting, enjoyable and useful. 

 

 

  


